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INTBODUCTION 
Def'1n1t1ons 
Webster's New Collegiate D1ct1cmary defines the adjeo-
t1 ve •re:rr.s.ctory•: res 1st1ng ordillary treatment; di.f'f'1cu1 t to 
fuse, reduce, or the like. The noun •refractory• appl:ies to 
materials d1f'f'1cul t to f'use, or put another way, materials 
capable of' withstand~ very high temperatures without melt~. 
Be~ractor1es vary greatly ~ composition and1 conse-
quently, behave quite ditt'erent1y when subjected to cbem1-
oa1 action at high tempel'8turea. They are classified 1n 
three main groups(l) as :tollowst 
- - -- .. -. .... .- ...... - ............ .-. - - - .......... -...... ...... .-. ... - ... 
(1) Comber, .L v. Magnesite as a re:rra.ctor,. Bew York, 
J. B. L1pp1.ncott Compmy, 1937. p. 1. 




llaterials which are pre40JI'mm:tly 
silica. 
Il1reoJ.ay, chromite, graphite. 
Jlagnes~te, do101111te-, bauxite. 
This investigation is pr~rily concerned with the basic 
type of ~:rraotor1ea so on1y this type will be discussed 
berema:rter. 
In f\trther d;eftnsng basic retraotor1ea, j.t u.y be said 
that they should remain comparatively 1Dert at high tempera-
tures ··m ccril'tact with :tlu1.d slags·· wh1eh be1'1aTe as baaea. 
- 2 -
History 
The importance or the above noted classif1cat1an was 
~1rst fully recognized arotm.dl855 with the introduction 
of the Bessemer process for makblg steel. The early con-
verter 11n~s were of a .s1licious (ac1d1Q) type of refrac-
tory, and it, was soon :round that the basic slag, which was 
· necessary for the process, reacted considerably nth the 
re:rractories. In 1.860, the use of magnesite was suggested 
and although the idea was ·not put to immediate use, bricks 
for puddli:ng turm&ees were made f'roma dolomitic magnesite 
and apparently gave good service. However,. · .these bricks 
had high lime contents and, COilSequently:,, a tendency to 
hydrate and disintegrate at ordiiiary temperatures unless 
protected from· moisture. 
~r1me~tat1on with magnesite as a refractory and spme 
application of' same occurred before 1890, but it was not · ~ 
. . 
lDlt11 that date tbat ·magnesite was 1n general .\tse 1n both 
the Bessemer and open-hearth processes. 
rt is not kno'wn f'or certain when chrome ore was first 
used as a refractory., but it 1.s believed to have. been . ~ed 
1n France ·1n, 1879.- · Around 1866 chrome brioka were used 1n 
England 8.lJd in 1896 they were used 1n the United States •. 
In these two instances, they were used as a l'leutral course 
between ac~d and basic bricks. During and after World War I 
the demand for both magnesite bricks and chrome bricks 
- J -
steadily increased. Neither type, however, proved to 
~ the ultimate -~ basic re£ractories, since both had their 
~aults. Magnesite bricks, for example, displayed a tendency 
to spall and shr~k excessively when ~ exposed positions 
and chrome bricks, though outstandLng from a chemical stand-
point, also spalled Sl'ld shrank at high temperatures. 
It was f'ound that refractori.es consistLng of a mixture 
of' chrome and magnesite displayed properties more desirable 
than those exhibited by refractories consisting of either 
material alone. Primarily, they showed greater refractori-
ness-under-load and a higher resistance to thermal shock. 
In the early 19JO•s, a number of bas1.c brick manu:rao-
turers 1n different parts of the world produced at approx1.-
_mate1y the same time chrome-magnesite bricks co.nta1n1ng 70 
per cent chrome and 30 per cent magnesite with the chrome 
present mainly as the coarse fraction and magnesite as the 
fine :fraction. No great change 1n composition has been 
made since that time and present day brick are usually a 
7o-30 or 6o-4o chrome-magnesite mix. 
A1though basic refractories were pr~r1ly utilized 
to make the basic steel process possible, their use bas now 
been extended to JDBJJ.y other industries such aa their use 1n 
copper converters and cement and lime k1J.ns • . 
Becent improvements have broadened the applications, 
:for ·example, basic refractories which ten ~ars ago were 
- 4-
subJ·ect to apa111llg·, showed poor atrength under load, ·and 
tended to expand and disintegrate due to absorption of iron 
oxide, have been greatly improved~ (2 ) chiefly through the 
- - _. -
- - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - ~ -
(2) .Austin, J. B. , Getting the most out of' modern refrac-
tories. Metal Progress. Vol.- 39, No. ·1, pp. 4J-46 (1941) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~troduction of better siz~, the proper mixing of chrome 
ore and magne•ite, a:nd through high pressure forming to 
give greater density. 
:rn recm:tt years, ·the ady~mtages of refractory oastables 
or ooncretee baTe been recognized, and the castables have 
been utilized widely for low- and medi~temperature appli-
cation&. These oastables are generally composed of' refrac-
tory aggregates bonded with various types of hydraulically 
bonding impure oalo1wn aluminate cement, and utilized in 
cast1Dg ba:ffies 1n boiler-tube banks, in forming linings of 
doors an4· tops of tmmel-kiln cars, and 1n ocm.a·truotlng some 
special shaped refractories. 
Quite re.eently a purer(J) oalelum alum'llllte cement 11as 
deTelO]»ecl lUl.d h1gber temperature refract.ory eaatables proposed. 
(3) 01tzen,. v. H •• Bart, L. D., and. Mae Zura, o., Properties 
o~ some calcium alwainate cement coapoa1tions. J-. Am. Ceram. 
Soc. Vol. 4o, Xo. S, pp. 158-167 (1957) 
- - - - - - - - - ~ ~ 
- 5 -
Statement of .Problem 
The- knowledge of the physical and chemical properties 
of refractori-es is of great importance in 4eterm1n1ng their 
use:fulness and appl1.oation. _The thermal expansion of refrac-
tories is of particular importance ill that it a:r:rects the 
thermal stability of the product. A high coefficient of 
· thermal ~xpansion leads to greater spallillg aX1d destruction 
of the bricks in use. It 1s, therefore,. desirable to deve1op 
compositions having · low coe:ff1c1ents of thermal expansion. 
This inVestigation was undertaken (1) to determine some of 
the properties of' chrom1te-magmes1te re:fraotory mixtures 1n 
an attempt to determille the optimum composition of these 
mixtures., the specific properties i:noludiltlg thermal expan-
sion,. absorption, :firing shrinkage, and lattice d1mens1.ona 
of the spinel pbase present, with special attention being 
given to theraal expansion-crystal lattice dimension rela-
tionship, and (2) to determine some of the properties of 
calcium alumiDBte oement-magnes1.te aggregate refractory 
oastable compositions as a prel1m1llary investigation into 
the usefulness of this castable• the spec1f'1o properties, 
1nel.ud1nga f1rblg shrinkage, modulus of" rupture, crushing 
strength~ absorption• bulk dens1t7 ,. thermal expms1.011., .retrao-
tor1.ness lDl.der load, and Dllneral oonst1tu,~on. 
- 6 -
REVIEW OF LITERATUBE 
The literature review is divided into four sectionss 
the first two reviews the literature of the main minerals 
concerned, namely ohromite and magnesite, the third reviews 
the literature concerning chrome-magnesite refractories and 
their properties, and the :fourth section reviews the litera-
ture conce~ng ref'~otory castables conta1n1ng ba~1c aggre-
gates. 
Chrom1te 
Chromi te is the principal mineral · in commercial chrome 
ore. Chromite has the chemical composition Fecr2 o4., some-
times written FeO•Cr2o3 •. It is a member of' the spinel group 
of' minerals, crystallizing in the hexoctahedral class of the 
cubic crystal system and having .the normal spinel structure. 
Like. all spinels; it is hard, has high specific gravity, a 
high refractive index, and a high meltj_ng point. .The values 
of these properties are<4 > 5.5 (Mob's soale), 5.22, 2.12,. 
and 21Booc<5> respectively. The value of its lattice para-
meter is 8.344 1. <6 > 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - -
( 4) Winchell, A. N .• , and Winchell,. H. , E1ements of optical 
mineralogy.,. par~ II, description o:f minerals, 4th edition. 
New York,. John 'Wiley and Sons, Inc.,. 1951. p. ·82. 
(5) Horton, F. H., Refractories, 2nd edition. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Oompany. ~c., 1942. pp. 162-163 .. 
(6) Winchell, op .• cit., p .. 81. 
- - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - -
- 7-
The sp~els are a well defined group of minerals · whose 
compositions ~ be given by the formula AB2 o4 or AO•B2 o 3 , 
where "A• consists of the b1 valent ions of the :following 
metals(?): Mg, Fe., Cd, Cu, Mn, Ni, Zn, and •:B• consists of' 
- -
(7) Green, A. T., Stewart, G. H., and Rigby, G. B.., Cera.udcs, 
a symposium,. •The spinels ancl their relation to chrome ores. • 
Stoke-on-Tre:iat, British Ceramic Society, 1953. P· 489. 
the :following trivalent metal ionsa ll, Fe, Cr, Ga, In, 
and V. •A• can .represent the quadravalent metal ions: Ti 
or Sn when "B• represents the bivalent metal ions: Co, Fe, 
Mg, Mn, or Zn. 
The .spmel stru·eture ·1s a complicated structure having 
56 atoms ~ the ~t ·oell so tbe special posit1o~ will not 
be described here but may be :found 1n Wyckorr•s book(S) on 
(8) Wyckoff, R. V .. G., The s·tracture of crystals. New 
York, CheDlical Catalogue Com~, 1931. pp .. 2.87-88. 
structures.- HoweverJ: it will be stated here that the cell 
contains 32 oxygen ions arza.nged 1n cubic close-packing w1 th 
eight •A" 1.ol'1B 1n the centers of the tetrahedral groups: of 
four oxygem~ aud sixteen "B• ions i.n the centers of octahedral 
groups of six oxygen ions. Because the oxygen anion bas a 
large size as compared with that of most cations,. the struc-
ture may be regarded as oon8ist1Dg ot a rigid :framework of 
- 8-
oxygen anions with the much smaller cations 1n the inter-
stices. In this structure, each oxygen ion is bound to one 
"A • ion and three •B• ions.. Thi.s is known as the •normal" 
spinel structure-. 
In the· un:1 t cell of some substances having the spinel 
structure, notably the titanates and stannates of the general 
~ormula B2T~o4 and B2Sno4 , where •B• is one of' the bivalent 
ions previously listed, _the eight tetrahedral positions are 
occupied by •B• ions rather than "A" ions; and the sixteen 
octahedral positions are occupied by the remaining eight 
"B" ions and the eight ".A." ions.- Compounds 1n which this 
occurs are said to have an .•inverse• sp~l structure. These 
"1nversea.•· sp1llels are therefore ·bes~ . represented by the 
:formula B(A.B)o4 to d1f~erent1ate them trdm the "normal• type, 
AB2o4. Some of' the :rerr1tes, A.F.e2o4 , are of the inverse 
type while others are of the normal type. 
Intermediate situations, that is, cases where only 
part of the tetrahedral positions are occupied by •B• ions, 
occur 1n some compo~s and may be described by the formula 
A1_ 2x B2x (A2xB2_ 2x> o4 , where :z: denotes the :fraction of •B• 
ions 1n tetrahedral pos1 tiona and the parenthesis contains 
the ions 1n o:ctahed.ral pes~t1ons. The value of 2x i.s called 
the degree of inversiOn.. 
The 1nterohangeab1li ty of cations 1n the tetrahedral 
and octahedral positions 1n the structure allows the compos1-
- ·9-
tion of certain spinels to be varied continuously through 
substitution. There are continuous series(9) from NgA12o4 , 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~. ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - ~ -
(9) Winchell, op. cit., p. 81. 
- - - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ 
spinel, to FeA12o4 , hercynite, :from MgA12 o4 to MgCr2 o4 , picro-
chromite, and from MgCr2o4 to Fecr2o4 , chromite. There are 
probably cont~ous series :from MgA12 o4, sp1nel, to ZnA12o4, 
gahnite, and from each of these to M:nA12 o4 , galaxite. There 
are other series also, but those listed are sufficient to 
indicate that the natural occurrence o-r pure end members of 
these series is relatively rare. 
In view o:f this it is not surprising that natural chro-
mite always contains impurities 1n solid solution; (lO) such 
as, Mg and Al, giving rise to the follow~ spinel~:(ll) 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(10) Norton, op. o1 t., p. 305. 
. . 














'Chrome ores alao contaa a gangue materal which consists 
essentially o"'f magmesium s111eates. .Several magnesium sili-
cates lJave been identified 1n chrome ores, 1nc1u4Utga (l2 ) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
( 12) Ibid .• , P• 522. 
~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ 
~ C11no-enstat1te Mg0•8102 
v Enstatite PlgO•S102 
'\J Forster! te 2MgO•S102 
Para-sepiolite 2~0·JS102•4H20 
Ohrysot1le JMgO• 2S102 ·.- 2H2 o 
. Antigorite JMgO• JS102 • .. 2H2 o 
v Tale JMg0•4S102··2JI20 ., 
Hypersthene (MgO~Peo)~S1~2 
'\., Serpent iJJe JMgO• 281.02 •2H20 
Sepio11te 2MgO•JS102 •2H20 
The !Elting point of thee ·0011lpounds and. the amounts 
present have eansiderable bearing on t .he properties of' the 
ore. '!'he opt111ND1 3102 content for a ohroua ore !'or most 
purposes is between - and 5--· 1 
' Accessory ~ral.a are also generally pr,esent 1:rl chrome 
ores and these inclade eal~1te, dolomite, DBgnes1te 1 and. 
quartzite. Lime is detr1neBta1 and sh-oul.d net be present 1n 
&D[Ounts above 1!(. ' 
- 11-
Chrome ore occurs 1n many parts of the world includ-
lng{lJ) the Union of South Africa, Russia, Phill1p1nes, 
. . 
~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~. - ~ - ~ ~ ~ -
{13} Cheat-ers, J. H., Steelplant refractories, 2nd edition. 
Sheffield, The United Steel Companies, Ltd., 1957. p. 207. 
- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -
Cuba,. South Rhodesia, Turkey, New aaldonia, India, Greece, 
Cyprus, Yugos lovia, Bulgaria, Callada., Japan, Un1 ted States, 
Albania, and ~z11. 
'rhe analyses of several chrome ores are given 1n 
TABLE I.- Several of the reported values of the coe:ff1odel1t 




















ANALYSES OF CHROME OBES 
Composition (wt. %> 
!1203 FeO cr2o3 CaO 
27.6 13.0 32.1 1.1 
27.5 14.2 30.5 0.9 
15.4 20.3 45.5 
12.5 12.-9 46.6 1.2 
16.4 12.5 45.2 0.2 
12.7 22.0 45.3 o.6 
10.7 17.8 47.6 0.7 
11.0 19.5 54.5 1.5 
3.8 27.6 58.1 
18.9 17.1 35.9 
22.8 14.6 37.4 1.5 
18.9 12 .. 2 43.5 0.2 
14.6 15.6 46.2 0.3 


















(a) Norton, F. H., Be:fractories, 2nd ed1t1.on. Mew York 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 1942. p. 160. 
(b) Cheaters, J. H., Stee1p1ant refractories, 2nd edition. 
Sheffield, The Un1.ted Steel Companies, Ltd. 1957. p. 208. 
(c) Bait, J. R., Basic refractories. New York, Interscience 
Publishers, Inc., 1950. pp. 29-30. 
- 1.3 -
TABLE II 




of Thermal 6 Expansion x 10 Interval Investigator 
Chromite 10.-7 o-rsoo•c (a) 
Chrome ore 7.6 8-1000 (b) 
A-rrican chrome 8.2 20-1000 (c) 
Greo1an chrome 8 .. 2 2G-1000 (c) 
'l'urkish chrome 8.1 2D-1000 {c) 
Rhodesian chrome 8.4 25-800 (d) 
Transvaal chrome 7.-5 25-800 {d) 
Cuban chrome. 8.2.5 25-80-Q {d) 
Chromite 8.1.3 2o-1000 (e) 
.. 
Chrome 7.18 to 25-1000 (f') 
8.7.3 
(a) Kathny, Feuerfest, J, 157, 1927. 
(b) Lynam, T. R-., and Rees, w. J •. , Bulle.t1n B.ll.R.A., No. 26, 
Bfi, 1931; No. 29, 24, 193.3.-







u. s. Bur. 
c. w., and Ally, A..' 
B., J. Amer •. Oeram. 
Stands • . Teoh~ News .. 
J. Amer. Ceram. .Soc., 16, 
Soc .. · , 14,. 194, 1931. 
Bull.,. No .. 116, 2, 1927. 
- 14 ... 
Magnesite 
Magnesite is the mineral form of magnesium carbonate, 
MgCo3, and is found 1n many parts of the world, (
14> includ-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(14) Cheaters, J. H., Magnesite refractories. Iron Age, 
Vol. 151, 22. pp. 46-51, 1943. 
- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ing Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Manchuria, Czecho-
slavakia, Greece, India, Russia, United States, and Yugo-
slavia. Ln the United States, it has been m~d ~ the 
states of Califor.nia, Nevada, and Wash1ngton.(l5) 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(15) Norton, F. H., Elements of ceramics~. cambridge, Mass., 
Addis·on-Wesley Preas, :Inc •. , 1952. p,. 46. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -
Magnesite occurs ~ two general forms, (l6) coarsely 
(16) Chester, Steelplant refractories, p.. 132. 
- - ~ - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - - -
crysta1ltne and cryptG-crystall~ or compact. The coarsely 
crystalline variety 1s usually formed by the alteration of 
dolomite and, therefore,. not as pure as the compact variety, 
the impurities being the oarbonates of oaloium and iron. 
The crypto-orystall~e or eompact variety is often an altera-
tion product of' magnesium minerals such as o11.v1ne and ser-
- 15 ·-
pent1ne.. It is normally hard, white ~ color, and very· 
pure, having an ~o3 content :fr~quent1y as high as 97 
per cent. {l7} Most . magnesites contain some iron s:lnoe 
-·-------
{17} Comber,_· op. cit.,. p. 9. 
--~----- - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - -
Mgco3 and Feco3 (Siderite} are miscible in all proportions. (lB) 
(18 ) Winchell, op. cit·. , · p. 108. 
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ -
This cont1nuous series of' . compositions may be represented 
by the :formula: {X) MgCOJ• (1-X) Fea·o3 
where X represents Bl1Y value from 0 through 1. . The, inter-
mediate members o:f the series are named as fol~ows& (l.9} 
~ ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - ~ -
(19) Comber, op. cit., p. 11. 
- -- -- -- - - --
.__ ______ 
- -
- .... .- - -
Mineral Value of X Per Cent ·Mgco3 Per Cent FeCOJ 
Magnesite 1-0.95 lOQ-95 0-5 
Breunner1te o. 95'-0. 70 95-70 5-30 
Mesitite O.?o-0.50 70..50 JQ-50 
P1stomesite o.so-o •. Jo so-Jo so-1o 
Sideroplesite O.Jo-0.05 Jo-5 7Q-95 
Siderite o .. os-o . 5-0 95-100 
Of this series, only magnes1te and breunner1te occur 1n 
sufficient quantity and have the required properties ~or use 
- 16-
in the manufacture of basic refractories. (20) The analyses 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - -
(20) Bait, J. R., Basic refractories. New York, Intersc1ence 
Publishers, mo., 1950. pp. 19-20. 
- - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - -
of several magnesites are given ~ TABLE III. 
When magnesite is subjected to a temperature sufficiently 
high to oause decomposition, it yields magnesium oxide and 
carbon dioxide accord1ng to the equations 
PJgCOJ..,.. MgO + C02 
If the temperature is just high enough to decompose it, 
which is usually about aso•o-, the product acquires cement1-
tious propert1es(2 l) and is known as caustic magnea~te. If 
-------- - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - - ~ ~ -
(21) Comber. op. cit., p. 6-. 
- ~ - - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
the temperature to which the magnesite is subjected 1s 
about 1750•C, it causes shrinkage and s1nter1ng.,_ and the 
magnesite is no longer cementitlous but rather is highly 
refractory and is now 1m01m as •deadburned·• magnes1 te, 
•deadburned• ~1cat1ng that the magnesite is unreactive 
or •dead .. • The presence of' iron red~ces the temperature 
at which s1.nter1ng occurs and, theref'ore. lowers the ooat 
of deadburning. Needless to say, it also lowers the refrac-
toriness of' tbe material. a:nd thus must be present cml.7 1n 
small percentages. 
- 17 ... 
TABI,E III 
ANALYSES OF DEADBUBNED MAGNESI~ 
Source Composition (wt. %> Be:ference 
S102 A12o3 Fe20J CaO MgO . 
Austrian 5.8 1.-7 4.0 5.0 83.0 (a) 
• 1.0 1.0 6.9 2 •. 1 88.6 (a) 
• 1.7 0.9 8.2 2.5 86.9 (b) 
Greece 6.6 4.4 2.4 86.4 (a) 
• 2.6 0.4 0.5 2.0 95 .. 3 (b) 
Manchuria 2.8 2.3 1.9 1.8 90.8 (b) 
Oanada 3.-5 1.9 18.8 75;.8 (cJ 
India 4.4 1.2 1.0 93.1 (c) 
Russia 2.0 1 • .5 2.8 1.8 92 .. 2 (c) 
u. s. 4.9 1.5 3.4 2.8 87.1 (a) 
.. 3.2 3.2 2.0 91 •. 6 (b) 
Ca1i:f·ornia 5 1 sea water • 0.5 0.2 1.8 91.7 (a) 
Yugoslavia 4.2 1.6 2.1 91.2 (c) 
(a) Norton, F. H-e- ~ Refractories, 2nd edition. New York, 
PioGr.aw-H111 Book Company, Inc., 1942. p. 157. 
(b) Cheaters, . J. H., Stee1plant refractories, 2nd edition. 
She:f:field, .'!'he United Steel Compani·es, Ltd •. , 1957. 
p. 142. . . 
0 0 
(c) Ba1 t, J. B •. , Bas.1c refractories. New York, Intersc:1ence 
Publishers, me., 1950~ pp. 21-24. 
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Af'ter deadburn1ng,. the resulting material is essen-
tially periclase (l!g()), which is one of the most refrac-
tory oxides known, haTing a melting point of 28oo•c .• · <22 > 
(22) Kanolt, c .. w., The melting points of refractory mate-
rials . 'rr. A.m. Oeram. Soc. Vol. 1.5-, p. 1?1 (1913). 
- - - - - --- - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - - -- - -
Perle lase, or magne.sia as 1 t is w~dely known, belongs to 
the cubic system and has the lla.Cl. structure (Interpenetrat-
ing face centered cubic) with lattl.ce spacings of 4 .. 20 1. 
It has a re:rractive index of 1.73?. Chesters<23) calculated 
(23) Cheaters, Steelplant refractories, p. 120. 
-- ~- -~-- ~- ~-- ~ ~-- ~ ~- -·----- ~ - - ~ ~ 
the theoretical densitJ· of pericclase to be ·:3 • .59, a :figure 
oemsiderably less than the value ~:f J.65 listed 1n the 
:rnte~tioJlal Critical Tables. Cheaters determined the 
density of a large crystal produced aceidentall)" by the 
Norton Company to be 3 • .583 and concluded tbat the higher 
values obtained by other experimenters resul. ted from the 
presence of iron oxide 1n their samp1es' since its presence 
~ppears to :raise the dell81ty by about 0.01 for each per 
cent present. 
The decrease 1n. hydra.tion tendency with increasing 
firing temperature is thought to be a resu1 t of the larger 
. . . . (24) 
crystals of maguesia :formed b7 the higher temperature,. 
- 19-
( 24) Ibid. ' pp. 138-140. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - -· ~ 
the larger crystals leading to a reduction . 1n surface area. 
various values for the mean eoe:ff'1c1ent of' thermal 
expansion of' magnesia have been reported, varying from 
-6 . -6 9.7 x 10 to 13.6 x 10 . .. .A typical value is that of 
Longchambon<2.5) wh1ch is 12:..20 x 10-6 for the temperature 
. range o-7oooc. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
{2.5) L<mgcbambon and Ko-Ftlh-Tsiang, Researches on magnesia 
refractories. Rev. Met. Vol. 28, No. 6, pp. 324-29 (1931). 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ 
In addition to magnesite, other · sources of' magnesia 
also exist. Magnesia is obtained .from brucite, the naturally 
occurring form o~ magnesium hydroxide which is found 1n con-
siderable quantities in Canada and Nevada. .Another . source 
of magnesia is sea-water. Virtually all of' . the refractory 
magnesia used 1n Great Britain <26 > · now comes from the sea-
- ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - ---
(26) Che~ters; Steelplant re:fractories, p. 132. 
- ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~· - ~ ~ ~ - -~ - - ~ - - ~ - -
water process' while nearly half' of that in Amer1ca is 
similarly produced. 
Magnesia is obtained ·from sea-water by . calcining do1o-
mite to give a mixture of cal.cium and magnesi'Ulll oxides a 
- 20-
eaoo3 , Mg®J ~ cao + PigO + 2eo2 
and add~ the product to sea-water to obtain magnesium 
hydroxide: 
CaO + H20-+ C&(OH) 2 
C&(OH) 2 + Mg++....., Mg(OH) 2 ' + ca++ 
The extremely low solub11i ty of magnesium hydroxide 
enables it to be precipitated by the calcium }Q'droxide 
which provides a moderate concentration of hydroxyl ions. 
The precipitate is then dried and calc1Ded to yield mag-
11esia. Ill actual practice the pro~ess is considerably 
more oomplicated thO the equaticm.s auggeat. <27) 
-- ~ ~--- ------- ~ - - - ~ .~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - -
(27) Ibid~, pp. 1)2-1)3. 
- ... ...;...... .. - ... -. .. ..... - - .... . .-.: ... -- ... .- -.. .;. .... .. lila -. ... - - .. .. - .. -
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Chrome-Magnesite Betractor1es 
Around 1930 several workers 1n Germany, America, and 
Great Britain produced at approximately the same time chrome-
magnesite bricks containing ?O per cent chrome and 30 per 
cent magnesite. These bricks had properties much superior<28 ) 
- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - ~ 
(28) Cheaters, Ste-el plant re:fraetories, p. 214. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
to those of" straight chrome bricks, particularly refractori-
ness-undel'-load and thermal shock resistance. No great change 
1n composition has been made since that time and present day 
chrome-magnesite brick are usually a 7o-30 or 6o-4o chrome-
magnesite mix with the chrome mairi.ly present as a coarse 
fraction and the magnesite as a :r~ :fraction. The bricks 
may be either chemically bonded or fired in the ordinary way. 
There is a great deal o:r 11tera.t~e on chrome-magnesite 
refractories; however, actual values for the properties here 
~vestigated are not too plentiful. On1y pert~nt literature 
is reported herein. 
The propertie·s or chrome-magnesite re:fractories vary 
considerably depending upon the raw materials used, the 
part1c1e size distribution o-r-- the materials, the method of' 
:rorm1ng utilized, and various. other :ractors. Wide ranges of 
values have been reported :for practically all of' the physical 
properties. 
- 22-
Coefficient _21: thermal expansion. As noted 1n the · 
. a literature review of chromite and _magnesite, the coefficients 
of thermal expansion of these materials vary consj,derably. 
The reported values for deadbur.ned magnesite range from 10.43 
to 16.4 x 10-6 · oc•1.' The values reported by Heindl are 
associated with chemical analyses which are comparable to the 
material used 1n this investigation and are in the order of 
-6 • . . 13.5 x 10 • Most of the values reported for the thermal 
expansion of chromite are around 7.0 to 8.5 x 10-6• Naturally, 
the coefficients of thermal expans~on of mixture of chromite 
and magnesite will depend on the coefficients of the materials 
used and will be runctions of_ the ratio of the two materials 
present.' Parnham (29) . lists the coefficient of thei'Jtll3.1 expan-
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(29) Green., A-. T,.:;: Stewart, G. H.~ and Parnham, H., Ceramics, 
A symposium, "The development of chrom~magnesite bricks.• 
Stoke-on-·Trent, British Ceramic Society, 1953, p. 534. 
~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - -. - - - ---
sion for chro~magnesite bricks as 10 x 10-6 wit_hout men-
tioning their compositions, and Chesters{JO) · gives many values 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(JO) Cheaters, Steelplan~ refractories., p. 222. 
__ ._..-- __ 
ranging from 7.05 to 11.5 x 10~6 for the temper~~ure range 
20 to 145ooc., also without mention of compositions. Ly.nam 
and Rees'(3l) data lead to a value of 8 X l0_6 .. over the 
- 2)-
- - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - ·- ~ ~ - - ~ -
(31) Lynam, T. B., and Rees, w. J., M1:.:tures of ohrom1te 
and Grecian magnesite - Part I. Trans. Cere.m. Soc.- (Engl.). 
Vol. 36, No. 3, pp. 137-51 (1937). 
- ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - -
temperature range lD-100000 •. for a ?o-)O mixture of chrom1te 
and magnesite. Their data ·also yield values of 9.1 x 10-6 
-6 . . . 
f'or B JQ-70 mixture and 8.4 X ].0 for 8 5Q-.50 mi.xture. 
Firillg shrinkage. Average wet-to-f'ired coEtractions 
of' several ohrome-magnes1.te mixtures were reported by Lynam 
and Bees·, (32 ) and these appear 1n ~abulated f'orm in TABLE IV. 
(32) Ibid. p. 1J8 .• 
-- .-- ~ -·--- - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ -~- ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ -
Structure. Knowledge of the structure of' re:tractor1es 
and their raw materials is invaluable 1n approachblg problems 
suoh as bursting, expansion, contraction, etc. Deadburned 
magnesite has the same type structure as sodium chlor1.de, 
the interpenetrating f'aoe centered cubic. Chrome ores consist 
essentially of a mixed spinel phase, together with as much as 
40 per cent of' gangue material. The spinel stl"Ucture was 
described 1n the literature review of cbrom1te, fJO 1t will 
only be said here that it u a rather complicated cubic struc-
ture containing 56 atoms 1n the unit cell. The interchange-
ability of' ions 1n certain positions 1n the atnoture allows 




FIRING SHRINKAGES 0~ SOME 
CHROMS-MAGNESITE M:rxwBBS 
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90-10 0.25 1.87 (Expansion) 
10Q-O . 2.50 1.00 
Lynam, T. R. , and Rees,. W •·' J. , Mixtures of chrom1 te and 
Grecian magnesite - Part I., Trans. Cere.m .. Soc. (Eng1), 
Vol. :36, p.: 138 (1937) 
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Two systems of •ixed spinels were 1nvest1.gated by Vegard 
and Borlaug; (3:3) (ZXL, Cd) Fe2o4 and (Zn, N1) AJ..2o4.. In 
.-.--------
(:33) Vegard, L., and Borlaug, Arne. x-ray study of mi.xed 
~rystals in the spinel group. Avbandl Norske Videnskaps-
A.kad. Oslo I. Mat.-Naturv. Klasse 194:3 . No. 5 3-19; 
abstracted in CheDlical Abstracts, Vol. 4o, · · 5974.. (1946). 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
both systems:, Vegard's add1.t1v1ty law was obeyed; that is to 
say, the lattice spac~ varied •pro rata• w1.th the content 
of the individual spinels present. 
'Fired chrome-magnesite mixtures gellel'Blly contain free 
per1.clase (MgO) and spil'lel bonded together with one or more 
of the magnesium s111oates such as :rorster1te (2MgO•Si02 ),. 
and a g1assy phase. 
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lle:fraetory Oast&bles with J3Bs1o N;gregat.ea 
There appears to be very little available literature 
concerning this subject.. Several articles dealing with · 
refractory oastables have been published but the majority 
o:f these deal only with fireclay or fireclay brick grog 
as aggregate. 
The quality of re:rraetory castables is ~luenced by 
five factors according to West; (34 ) (1) the type of cement 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(34) West, l.iohard 11., and Sutton, Willard J. Manu£acture 
and. use of' fireclay grog refractories. Bull. Am.- Ceram.. 
Soc., Vol. 30, No. 36 (1947) 
- ~ ~ - ~- - - - ~ ~- - ~- ~ ~- ~- ~- - - - - .,~- -
or bond, (2) amount, type, and particle size of clay used, 
(3) amount and purity o:r gauging water, (4) amount, type, 
and particle size of refractory aggregate, B.lJ.d (.5) the 
stability of the cast produ.ct during ail.d after heating. 
He did not discuss these :factors as they pertained. to magne-
site aggregate oastables, however, as he dealt only with 
:fireclay grog refractories. 
Kuz'menko(J5) investigated the effect of calcium alumi-
nate slags on magnesite-spinel, chrome-magnesite brick,-
~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - ·- - ~ - - ~ ~ - - ~ -
(35) Kuz•menko, I. I. A. refractory material :for lining 
electric smelting :furnaces utilizing calcium aluminate 
slag. 'l'svetnye Pletal., 1941, Jo-)4. Abstracted 1n Refrac-
tories Bibliography, Columbus$ Ohio, American Iran and Steel 
Institute and The .American CerBmic Society, Inc., 1950. 
P•. 1026. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ohroaite,. dlm.ite br·iok,. talc-magnesite, magnesite, and gr~g 
at 160000. He r:ound that magnesite-spinel, chrom1te, and 
chrome-magnesite gave the best resu1ts. 
Chadeyron and Rees<36 ) experimented with an impure cal-
~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - - ·-
(36) Chadeyron, A. A •. , and Rees, W.~ J.. Investigations on 
the e~~ect of the addition o~ cimant ~ondu to various ref~c-
_tory material.s, 1no1lid1ng :fireclay, chrome, magnesite, chrome-
magnesite mixtures, etc • . Bull. Brit •. Be:fractories Research 
Assoc. _, No. 42, 24 (1937); abstracted in Be:fraotories Bibli.o-
graphy, Oo·lumbus, Oh1o, A.inei-iOan. Iron and s ·teel. Institute 
and The American Ceramic Society,. Inc. 1950 •. p .. 288. 
- - - - - - -- - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - -
cium aluminate eement {ciment :fondu), investigating its e:f~ect 
on several refractory materials. They :found that it conferred 
cons1.derable strength in a ve·ry short time, with the strength 
proportional to the cement · cont:ent. They also :found that 
their re:frector~ess-under-load tests showed the best results 
with bas-ic materials, such ·as chrome and magnesite. Although' 
the cement seriously lowered the ref'raotoriness of f'irecla7 
grog, 1t was recommended ~or monGlithic work and special 
shapes where the maximum temperature is around 1200~0. 
No specific values for the physical properties o~ basic 
aggregate cas tables were gi van so :for a bas~s :for comparison. 
the values o~ some o:f the: physi~l properties of' r$£ractory 
castables conta1n1ng fireclay and similar-aggregates are 
reviewed. 
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Crushing stre:ngth, modulus ,2!: rupture, pyrometric cone 
equivalent, ~ refractoriness-under-load. Some values for 
these four properties are given in tabulated form in TABLE V 




CBUSHI.NG STB&NGTHS OF SOPIE REllBACTOBY CASTABLES 











Firec1a7 br1ok 300°C 112.5 ps1. (a) 
• • 3000C 181.5 (a) 
• • 3000C 2675 (a) 
• • 1100C 2.510 (a) 
Flint c1ay 3000C 1825 (a) 
• • 3000C 2280 (a) 
• • 30000 )43.5 (a) 
• • 10000 J760 (a) 
F1rebr1:ck grog 2170 (b) 
Ca1c1Jled. olay 890 (b) 
• • 600 (b) 
• .. 1740 (b) 
Hebld1 J R. A. , and Post ·, z.. A. , J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. , 
37, 20o-16, 19.54. 
West, ll.1chard R. , and Sut~on, W11lard J. , Bu1~, .\Jn. 
Oeraw. Soc., JO, 36, 19.53. 
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TABLE VI 
MODULI OF RUPTUBE. OF SOME BEPB!.CTOJi'Y CASTABLES 
Heat Modulus o:f 
% Cement Aggregate Treatment RUpture Invest1.gator 
15 Fireclay brick J00°C 280 psi (a) 
20 • • JOOOC 345 (a) 
25 n · ... 30000 425 (a) 
20 • • 11000 565 (a) 
15 Flint clay 30000 235 (a) 
20 • • 30000 320 (a) 
25 ... • 30000 375 (a) 
20 • • 110°0 590 {a) 
20 Firebrick None 715 (b) -
20 • 1050°0 405 (b) 
20 • lJOO•C 805 (b) ,, 
20 Flint clay None 935 (b) 
20 
" • 1050°0 390 (b) 
20 
" 
• 130000 825 (b) 
15 Tabular alumina None . ·700 (c) 
15 .. • I4oooc 1.500 (c) 
25 " .. None 1000 (c) 
2.5 • • 14oooc 2000 (c) 
15-18 A1umi:na-·s11ica None 700 (c) 
15-18 .. • 14oooc 1700 (c) 
(a) He1nd1J R • . A., and Post, z. A., J •. Amer. Ceram • . Soc., 
. 37' 20o-16' 19.54. 
(b) Schneider,. s. J .• , and Mong, L. E.,. J. Amer. Ceram.. 
Soc •. , 41, 27-32, 1958. 
{c) Gitzen, w. H., Hart1 L. D., and Mac Zura, G.,. .. J. Amer. Ceram.. Soc., 40, 158-67, 1957. 
TABLE VII 
PYROMETBIC CONE EQUIVALENTS AND BEFBACTOBINESS-
UNDER- LOAD OF SOME BEFBACTOBY OABTABLES 
De~ormation under 
Aggregate 
· P.-C;,.;;E.- 25#/m,2 load at 23ooq 
Firebrick grog 12+ 5.0~. 
Calcined clay 20 0 -,0 
Calcined clay 14+ 6,2 








(a) West, Richard R., and Sutton, Wil.lard J~, Bull. Amer,. 
Ceram, .Soc,, .30, J6, 1947. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Purpose ~ Xnvestigatlon 
As stated in the introduction, this investigation was 
undertaken (1) to determine some of the properties of chromite-
magnesite mixtures in an attempt to determ~ the most desir-
able composition o~ these mixtures, the specific properties 
including thermal expansion, absorption, :firing shrinkage, 
. . 
and lattice dimensions of the spinel phase, with special 
attention being given to the thermal expansion-lattice dimen-
sion relationship, and (2) to determine some. of the properties 
of calcium aluminate cement-magnes.i te aggregate refractory 
. ~~ 
castable compositions as a preli~nary.evaluation of 'the use-
fulness of eastab1es made fr<?m these materials;· the specific 
properties including firing shrinkage, _ modulus of rupture, 
crushing streDgth, absorption, bulk density, thermal expan-
sion, refractoriness under load, and mineral constitution. 
Plan of E!PSr1mentat1an 
In order to determine t ·he most desirable composition of 
ohromite-magn.esite mixtures~ specimens were prepared c.ontain-
ing various amounts of each ·constituent. · Two sets of speci-
mens were prep~red; one set was fired to cone 16 and the other 
set was fired to cone 27,. The properties mentioned ~ the 
.. 
preceding paragraph were determined for each specimen and 
these properties plotted versus comPos~tion ~ graphs which, 
there-fore, indicated the composition at which. each property 
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would be most desirable. Since each p~perty may have its 
maximum desirability at a different composition, the selection 
of the · most desirable composition must, therefore, be a com-
promise. Naturally, consideration must be given the impor-
tance of each property~ as some properties are more important 
than others in .their effect on refractories. 
In order to evaluate the calcium · aluminate cement-magne-
site castables, specimens were made up having different cement-
magnes 1te rat 1os. Several groups of ~pecimens of each com-
position were each fired to _ a different temperature and the 
properties previously mentioned ~ere dete~d. The proper-
ties were plotted versus firing temperature on graphs to 
indicate the variance of each property with temperat~ - for 
each composition. The interpretation of these graphs ~di­
oated the use1Ulness of the castables as refractories. 
Mate:rials 
Chromite. The chrom1te employed ~ the ~vestigation 
was a Ph1llip1ne refractory grade material which is currently 
being used 1n the production of olir~e and chrome-magnes1 te 
refractories. The chrom.1.te was· suppl~~d ·by the E. J •. Lavino 
' ~ 
Company.. The chemica1 anal7sls is sh~ ·-in TABlE: VIII. x~ray 
analysis 1nd1cate:d this material to be ~gaeaia-=iron,. alum:tna-
chromium spinel. 
Magnesite. Dead-burned Brazilian. magnes1.te was ut111zed. 
The oheUt1cal analysis 1a shOwn. 1n TABIB VIII. x-ray 8l'laly81s 
- J4-
~dicated only periclase. 
Calcium &lll•1.,ate cement. The calcium aluminate oement 
used was supplied by the Al\.IDUnum Company of America and 
designated as CA 25. 
Apparatus 
Only the major items o:f equipment utilized 1n the inves-
tigation are listed belowz 
1. Denison HydrOIL1c Multipress, 8 ton capacity, model 
number PI8C02A68K07A5.9S06. 
2. Dillon Tensile Tester, model L. 
3. '1'1n1us Olsen 'l'eat1.ng MaehiJ!e, numbe-r 61838-5 
4. Norelco X-ray Spectrometer 
5. aas-tube x-z-ay unit, laboratory-bu~lt 
6. Ding's Magnetic Separator, type 1B#O, number 17977 
7. Recording Thermal ExpanSiOn EquipmeD.t, laboratory built. 
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TABIE XIII 
ANALYSES OF MATERIAI.S USED 
Constituent Chromite Magnesite 
cr2o3 31.59% 
Sio2 5.18 1.65 
FeO 12.9) 
Fe20J 2.77 
Al2o3 29.36 0.45 
CaO 0.32 0.17 
MgO 18.52 94.66 
Ignition loss 2.10 o.Jo 
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Methods £! Procedure 
This section is divided into two main partsa (1) the 
methods o~ procedure conce~ the oh~me-magnesite m1~ 
tures, and (2) the methods of procedure concerning the cal-
cium alum1nate cement-magnesite mixtures. Each of these 
parts is ~ turn divided ~to several subsections. 
Chrome-Magnesite Mixtures 
Preparation of specimens. By means of a roll crusher 
and a hammer mill, quantities of chromite and magnesite were 
eaoh reduced 1n particle size to pass through a u.s. standard 
100 mesh screen. The ground materials were passed through a 
Ding's magnetic separator to remove any metallic iron intro-
duced by the grinding equipment. The batches sho101 1n 
TABLE IX were compounded. To facilitate the :forming of 
specimens and to provide the dey strength llSoessary :for 
handling them, the batches were moistened with a solution o:f 
gum arabic. Specimens i ~h by i 1nch by 4 ~obes were 
:formed by pressing ~ a steel mold at a pressure o:f 1000 
po\Ulds per square inch., the pressure being provided by a 
Denison hydraulic press. After the speo1.mens were dried, 
the length of each ane was determ±ned to the nearest 0.001 
inch by means o:f a dial uncrometer. A number of specimens 
of each composition were :tired to P7rolletr1c ocme 16 (14SO•.C) 
1n a glo-bar :f\l.maoe and a like number were fired to ocme 27 
(160SOC) 1n a gas :fired Bemmey 2150 laboratory furnace. 
- 37 ... 
TABIB DC 
COMPOSITIONS OF OHB.OMB-M.&.GNBSITE BA.!l'CHES 
Per Cent Dead burned Per Cent Per Cent 
Batch Magnesite <(hrom1.te Causti.g Magnesia: 
A 80 15 5 
B 70 25 5 
c 60 35 5 
D 50 45 5 
E 40 55. 5 
p :30 65 5 
a 20 'l5 5 
.H· 10 85 5 
J 0 95 5 
K 0 100. 0 
L 100 0 0 
- J8-
A twelve hour linear schedule was used 1n each case. 
Dete~tion ~ properties. Absorption was determ1ned 
by weighing the fired specimens to the nearest o. 001 gram, 
this weight being known as the dry weight, D. The specimens 
were then placed 1n water and boiled for two hours, making 
sure that they were entirely covered with water at all times 
and that they were not Ln contact with the heated container. 
After the boiling period, the specimens were cooled to room 
temperature while still completely submerged. The saturated 
weight, W, was then determined by blotting each specimen 
lightly with a moistened cloth to remove all drops of water 
from its surface and weighing the specimen 1n air. The ,,ater 
absorption, A, was calculated as followsa 
A _ lf::R X 100 
- D 
and expressed as a percentage, the relationship of the weight 
of water absorbed to the weight of the dry specLme~ 
Pir1ng shrinkage was determined by measuring the length 
of each specimen to the nearest 0.001 inch by means of a dial 
micrometer both after drying and after firing. The fir~ 
shrinkage was then calculated as follows s 
Ln-~ X 100 
S= Ln 
where z S = percentage linear shrinkage 
LD = dry length 1n inches 
Lp = fired length in inches · 
- J9-
Thermal expansion of the specimens was determilled by 
means of a fused silica tube dilatometer equipped with a 
Starrett number 655-MA dial micrometer -with a range of one 
millimeter with a least scale division of 0.01 millimeter. 
A 250 ohm Giann1n.1 miorotorque potentiometer mounted on a 
bracket attached to the body of the dial micrometer converted 
t -he rotat.ion of' the dial needle to a direct current mil.li-
voltage which actuated the x-a:xis potentiometer circuit of' 
a Leeds and Northrup X-Y recorder .. 
The fused silica, tube _dilatometer was heated 1n a ka.nthal 
wound fUl"ll8ce at a rate of ten centigrade degrees per minute. 
This rate of beating 1188 eBtabl_ished by a motor driven ¥ar1ac. 
The X-Y recorder 1nd1oa~ and recorded the output of' 
the Qiann1n1 potentiometer on the x-ax~s, and the Y-axis was 
actuated by the thermal electromotive force of: a platinum, 
pl.atinum-10~ rhodium thermocouple located within the :fused 
silica tube 0~ the d1latometer, the hot jlinct1on, of whioh 
was placed adjacent to the canter of the spec1men. 
rn al.l cases a smooth; near l.inear expansion curve was 
recorded from: room temperatm;e to 1100•0. The mean coe:rf1-
cient o:r each specimen wa·s calculated 1n the range from 100° 
to 90000. A typical thermal expansion curve is shown 1n 
Figure 1. 
Latt1oe dimensiODB of t~ spinel p~se present 1n each 
composition were determ1ned by gr1nd1ng eaoh speo1taen to a 
- 40-
Figure 1. A Typical Thermal Expansion Curve 
of the Chrome-Magnesite Mixtures • 
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powder (minus 270 mesh screen) and coating this powder on 
a silk thread which was held taunt by a small wire bracket. 
The powder was mixed into a small amount of' Du Pont Duco 
cement diluted slightly with acetone and this mixture coated 
on the silk thread. After the cement had hardened suf'f'i-
ciently, the thread was cut to the necessary length (about 
one centimeter) and mounted 1n a camera of the type shown 
in Figure 2. The thread was centered by means of' adjusting 
screws so that upon rotating the thread, it remained 1n the 
center of the camera at all times. The camera was loaded 
with a f'1lm strip 15/16 inch in width and 12 inches 1n length 
and hav~ a hole at its centermost position. The f'ilm was 
positioned 1n the camera as shown in Figure 3, with the hole 
in the f'ilm co~cid~ with the opening through which x-rays 
entered the camera. After having been loaded with f'ilm, the 
camera was placed on the X- ray un1 t shown 1n Figure 2. The 
X-ray unit (shown 1n Figure 4) was a gas tube type utilizing 
a chrome target f'or this investigation. Thirty-hour exposures 
were necessary to produce patterns, five of' which are shown 
1n the right hand portion of Figure 5. The spacings of two 
lines produced by the spinel lattice, 11nes corresponding 
to planes 440 and 311, were measured us~ the laboratory 
built comparator shown 1n Figure 6. The eff'ect1ve radius 
of the camera was calculated using the free pericle,~e as an 
internal standard f'or compositions A through G. For composi-
tions, H through K, the effective radi~ was calculated us~ 
reference marks o.n the film produced by notches ~ the hold-
Figure 2. x-ray Diffraction camera (In exposure 
position against x-ray tube.) 
- 42-
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Figure J. X-ray Diffraction Camera (Cover removed) 
- 44-
0 
Figure 4. X-ray Unit (Gas Tube) and Controls 
Figure 5. Typical X-ray Diffraction Patterns 
of Chrome-Magnesite Mixtures 
- 45-
(a) Four patterns on left produced by iron Kl( 
radiation 
(b) Five patterns on right produced by c.hromium 
radiation 
- 46 -
Figure 6. X-ray Diffraction Film Comparator 
- 47-
down rtng of the camera. 
The lattice dimensions of the spinel phase present 1n 
compositions G, H, J, and K were redetermined by adding small 
amounts of ma.gnesi te to the powdered samples as an internal 
standard and using iron K« radiation. For these determ1na-
tions, the specimens were formed by thrusting a very fine 
glass cylinder coated lightly with va-seline into the powdered 
material, were mounted in the camera 1n the same manner as 
the silk threads previously described. Eight-hour exposures 
were necessary to obtain suftable diffraction patterns, four 
of which are shown in the left hand portion of Figure 5. 
For these determinations, the comparator shown in Figure 7 
was used. Diffraction lines corresponding to planes 400 
and 222 of periclase were used as standards and lines corre-
sponding to planes 444, 642, and 731 of spinel were utilized 
in the determtnation of the lattice dimensions of the spinel 
phase. The calculation of lattice dimensions is illustrated 
in the section entitled •Sample CalculatioDB.• 
- 48-
Figure 7. X-rBf D.1:ffraot1on Film Comparat.or 
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Calcium Alum~te Cement-Magnesite Mixtures 
Preparation of specimens. Utilizing a jaw crusher, a 
roll crusher, and a hammer mill, a quantity of magnesite was 
reduced in particle size and separated into three particle 
size rangess (1) part1clespass1ng through a u. s. Standard 
4 mesh screen and be~ retained on a 14 mesh screen, (2) 
particles passing through a 14 mesh screen and being retained 
on a 60 mesh screen, and (3) particles pass~ through a 60 
mesh screen. The batches shown 1n TABLE X were compounded, 
blended ~ a twin shell, dry blender havLng the intensive 
mixLng blade removed, mixed with water to give ball-~-hand 
consistencies, and the result~ castables worked ~to molds 
to fonn the specimens. The wetted material was worked into 
the molds by hand, attempts be1ng made to insure complete 
uniform filling of the molds, and the tops were smoothed with 
a spatula us~ as little trowelling action as possible. 
Four specimen sizes were utilizedt (1) 2 inch cubes, (2) 1 tnch 
by 1 inch by 6 inch bars, {)) t inch by i inch by 4 1noh bars, 
and ( 4) 2i ~oh by %- ~ch by 9 ~ch bricks. The first three 
sizes were formed in brass molds which were lubricated with 
kerosene, and the 2! inch by 4t inch by 9 inch specimens were 
formed 1n a mold improvised from stiff paper and fireclay 
refractory bricks and lubricated with a heavy grea~e. The 
specimens remained in the molds for vary~ lengths of time 
covered with damp cloths to retard evaporation~ the max~ 
length of time 1n a mold was 24 hours. Those specimens removed 
from the molds before 24 hours had elapsed were placed over 
- 50 -
TABLE X. 
COMPOSITIONS OF CEMENT-MAGNESITE BATCHES 
Per Cent Per Cent Ma~esite 
Calcium finer than 
Batch Aluminate Cement 4-14 mesh 14-60 mesh 60 mesh 
A 20 40 8 32 
B 20 50 10 20 
c 15 42.5 8.5 34 
D 25 37.5 7.5 30 
E 15 42.58 8.58 348 
a Magnesite obtained from vitri~ied sea-water magnesia 
refractory brick. 
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water 1n a closed chamber for the remainder o-r the 24 hour 
period, so the curing time -ror all specimens was 24 hours. 
A-rter air dry~ for an additional 24 hours, the specimens 
were marked with a cobalt soluti0l1 1ndloat1ng batch composi-
tion and number~ -ror example: A-I, D-III, etc., the letter 
indicating the composition (see TABLE X, page 50) and the 
Roman numeral the batch number. 
The length o-r each 1 inch by 1 inch by 6 inch specimen 
was determined to the :nearest 0.001 inch by means o-r a dial 
micrometer.. The points at which the micrometer contacted the 
specimens were marked with the oobal t solution. 
The specimens were :fired to various temperatures as listed 
in TABLE XI. Tbe temperature was raised from room temperature 
at the rate o:f approximately 320 Centigrade degrees per hour. 
The temperature was maintained at the maximum temperature 
reached 1n each case -ror a period of :r1 ve hours with. the excep-
tions of the 1oooc group, which was maintained at that tempera-
ture for 15 hours and the 15.S0°C group, 1n which case the 
plaque an which the specimen& were sett~ collapsed and 
blocked the gas pOrt wben t~ temperature reached 1550°C 
and, therefore, the turnace was allowed to cool immediately. 
Otherwise the furnace waa allowed to cool overnight before 
the specimens were removed therefrom, except at lOO•C 1n 
which case the specimeJIS were removed immediately after the 
15 hour period of heat1Dg. ~ specimens were stacked 1n 
two or three courses dur~ f1r1Dg ~ most oases with the 
TABLE XI. 
HEAT TBEATMENT OF CALCIUM ALUMINATE 






























See TABLE X, page 50 
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for compositions 
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second and third courses rest~ directly on the ~irst and 
second courses respectively. The first course was rest~ 
on ground magnesite of the medium particle size range. 
Dete~tion o~ properties. Fir~ shr~ges were 
determined ~ the same manner as with the chrome-magnesite 
mixtures us~ the 1 ~ch by 1 ~ch by 6 inch specimens. 
The average of ~our specimens was reported. 
Thermal expansions were determined using the same tech-
nique and facility as previously described for the chrome-
magnesite mixtures using the i ~ch by ! ~ch by 4 ~h 
specimens. A typical thermal expansion curve is shown ~ 
Figure 8. 
The crushing strengths were determined using the 2 inch 
cubes. Three inoh squares o~ heavy corrugated cardboard 
were placed between the loading surfaces of the Tinius Olsen 
test~ mach~ and the faces of the cube to which the load 
was to be applied. The loading rate was approximately 10,000 
pounds per minute. The crush~ strength was calculated as 
followsz 
w S=i 
where & S = crushing strength 1n pounds per square inch 
W = maximum load in pounds 
A = cross section area of cube 1n square inches. 
The average o~ four specimens was reported. 
l 1. 
Figure 8. A TJp1cal 'fhermal Exp&nsion 
Curve of the Castables 
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Moduli of rupture were determined using the 1 inch by 
1 inch by 6 inch bars. The bars were tested on a Dillon 
Tensile Tester, Model L. Three point loading was utilized, 




R = modulus of rupture 1n pounds per square inch 
W = load at failure 1n pounds 
1 = distance between supports ~ ~hes 
b = breadth of bar in inches 
d = depth of bar 1n inches. 
The testing machine applied the load by moving the bear-
ing edges together at the rate of 0.05 ~ches per m~ute. 
The load, W, was indicated by a dynamomenter having a .500 
pound maximum and a least scale division of 5 pounds. The 
values of b and d were measured with a steel rule graduated 
1n hundredths of an inch, using the average of opposite 
sides. The average value of modulus of rupture of four 
specimens was reported. 
Apparent porosity, absorption, apparent specific gravity, 
~ bulk density were determined using specimens consisting 
of halves of the bars used ~ the modulus of rupture ·determ~­
tions. One half of the first and third bars from each group 
of four bars broken 1n the modulus of rupture test were used. 
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The specimens were placed Ln an electric dry~ oven with 
the temperature ma~ta1ned at 1oooc overnight, removed, 
allowed to cool to room temperature, and each weighed to 
the nearest 0.1 gram. The specimens were then submerged 1n 
kerosene 1n a sealed tank, and the pressure over the kero-
sene reduced by means of a vacuum pump for a period of JO 
minutes 1n order that the specimens would become saturated 
with kerosene. The specimens were removed from the tank and 
weighed while suspended ~ kerosene. The excess kerosene 
was removed with a cloth dampened with kerosene, and the 
specimens were weighed in air. The speoifio gravity of the 
kerosene was dete~ned by weighing a known volume of it. 
With these data the apparent porosity, absorption, apparent 
specific gravity, and bulk density were calculated. 
D = dry weight 1n grams 
S = suspended weight ~ grams 
W = saturated weight in grams 
A = absorption 1n per cent 
T = appa~t specific gravity 
B c bulk density 1n grams per cubic centimeter 
P = apparent porosity 1n per cent 
d = specific gravity of kerosene 
A W-D X 100 =dD 
Dd 
T = D-S 
B = f-s 
p = ~-D X 100 
-s 
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Mineral constitution was determined by means of X-ray 
diffraction. Portions of the 1 inch by 1 inch by 6 ~ch bars 
were crushed and ground to a fine powder with a mortar and 
pestal. The final particle size was approximately 325 mesh. 
X-ray patterns of the type shown 1n Figure 9 were obtained 
and the mineral phases present determined by use of the 
A.S.T.M. x-ray data card file. 
Refractoriness under load was dete.rm1ne.d for composition 
...................................................................................... _ 
C only. The test specimens consisted of two 9 inch "b.y % inch 
by 2! inch bricks. Each specimen was measured to the nearest 
0.001 inch before testing, four observations being made on 
each dimension at the center of the faces. Observations were 
made at four additional positions on the 4i inch by 9 inch 
faces, one near each corner.. The test was conducted 1n a 
glo-bar laboratory furnace designed specifically for this 
type test. The test specimens, set on end, occupied positions 
such that the center line of the applied loads coincided with 
the vertical axes of the specimens. Loads of 25 pounds per 
square inch based on the calculated cross sections of the 
specimens were applied. The furnace was heated at a linear 
rate such that the specimens reached a temperature of 135ooc 
1n 4! hours, and then increased 1n .temperature at the rate 
of 56°C per hour until a temperature of 147ooc wa~ reached. 
At this temperature the platinum-platinum rhodium thermocouple 
was removed from the furnace and the temperature controlled 
manually and measured by means of an optical pyrometer. 
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Because 0~ the nature of the controller, it was extremely 
difficult to adjust the power to the furnace ~ the range 
necessary to produce a steady 56oc per hour ~crease and the 
temperature of the furnace fluctuated considerably. The 
temperature was increased until failure of one of the speci-
mens occurred. 
Because of the ~b1lity to manually raise the tempera-
ture of the furnace at a rate near S6°C per hour, a cam was 
designed to operate ~ conjunction with a radiation pyromete1 
and increase the furnace temperature at the rate of 56°C 
per hour. 
The re~ractor1ness-under-load test was rerun usLng the 
above mentioned oam to control the temperature above 1350°C. 
Insufficient amounts of crushed magnesite remained to form 
9 inch by 4i inch by 2i inch specimens so the test was pel'-
formed uBLng 2 inch cubes. These specimens were also loaded 
at 25 pounds per square inch. 
- 60-
Cbro~Magnesite "ixtures 
The data obta~ from the exper~entation are presented 
1n graphical form 1n this section for ease of interpretation. 
The tabulated data appear 1n the Appendix. 
Absorption data appear 1n Figure 10. The data from 
which the graph was constructed appear 1n TABLE XII, Appen-
dix. The per cent absorption drops slightly with ~reas~ 
chromite content until a critical point of 85 per cent ohromite 
is reached. Thereafter the absorption decreases rapidly, 
reaching its minimum at 100 per cent ohromite. There was 
not a very great difference 1n absorptions of· · the same bodies 
fired at Cone 16 and Cone 27. 
P1r1ng shrinkage data are given 1n Figure 11 and also 
1n TABLB XIII, Appendix. The firing shrinkage decreases 
slightly with ~creas~ chramite content until the same 
critical point of as per cent chrom1te is reached, and there-
after increases very ~pidly reach~ a max~ at 100 per 
oent ohromi te. 
ttl!nPl erpa.ns1on data are contained 1n Pigure 12 and 
TABIB XIV, Appendix. The ooeffioient of thermal . expansion 
decreases at a non-linear rate with increasing chrom1te 
content for the speo1Dlens tired to oone 16. The rate of 
decrease of thermal expansion with increase of chrom1 te 
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the rate decreases as the chrom1te content ~creases unt11 
the ooe~~1o1ent remains practically unchanged above chro~te 
contents o-r 70 per cent. 
The coefficient of thermal expansion decreases a1most 
linearly :for specimens ~1red to cone 27 ~rom o per oent 
chromite to 70 per cent chromite. For specimens containing 
more than 70 per cent chrom1te, there is very little d1:f:ference 
1n thermal expansion except 1n the range ~rom 95 per cent to 
100 per cent chromite, where the coefficient decreases rapLdly. 
A typical thermal expansion curve is shown 1n F1gure 1, page 
40. 
Sp~l lattice dimepsions are given ~ Figure 13 and 
TABLE XV, Appendix. The values show some var1.ation but not 
in any consistent manner. The x-ray di:f~raction ~11ms obta1ned 
are shown in Figure 5, page 45. 
C81oium llum1nate Cement-Magnesite Ca.stabl.es 
The data are presented 1n graphic :form to f'ac1.1i tate 
~terpretat1on. Tabulated data appear.~ the Appendix. 
Absorption data are shown 1n Figure 14, and TABLE xv:r. 
Appendix. The per cent absorption ~creases as the maximum 
temperature to which the specimens were ~ired ~reases :for 
. .. 
specimens fired to less than Boooc. For specimens oonta1n1ng 
20 per oent cement, the absorption starts to lower with 
.. 
~oreas~ ~irLng temperature while the absorptions o~ spec~ 
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slightly, reaching their max1mums at about 100°C-. Above 
1000°, the absorptions o~ all three compositions decrease 
very rap1.d1y. The specimens oonta1n1ng 20 per cent cement 
display considerable higher absorptionS than the other spec1-
mens 1n the temperature range 400 - l.OOooc. 
Apparent .porosity data appear~ Figure 15 and TABLE 
XVII, Appendix, and paral.lel the data on absorption, as 
expected .• 
Apparent specific gray1ty data are ~ Figure 16 and 
TABLE XVIII, Appendix. The ·apparent specific gre.v1t1.es o:f 
all three compositions decreased from their room temperature 
values when the specimens were heated to lOOCJC. Between 
100° and 700oc the values Lnoreased rapidly. Above ?oooc 
the values again decreased with 1noreas1:ng temperature. The 
speoif1o · grav1ty ~alues o:f compositions C and D .began to 
increase slow·ly above 110ooc. There was no exoessi ve dif-
ference 1n the speoi:f1o gravities o:f the three compositicms. 
Bulk densities are shown ~ Figure 17, with the corre-
~1ng data listed 1n TABLE XIX, Appendix. Bul.k density 
deore8fes s11ght1y with 1noreas1:ng firing temperature up to 
1150°C. Above 1150°, the bulk densities increase sharply as 
fir·1ng temperature increases. Compo·sit1on c, wh1oh contains 
1.5 per cent cement, did ·not decrease 1n bul.k density ~rom , 
room temperature to 6oooc as the other composit1.ons did, but 
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P1r1pg shrin)mges are shown 1n Pigu.re 18 w1.th the data 
tabul.ated 1n TABI;B XX, Append1x. F1.r1Dg shr1nlcage remains 
fairly constant as the f1.r1Dg temperature ~creases to asooc. 
Above the tempera.ture, the shrinkage d~oreases somewhat f'or 
all compos1.t1.an$ with compos1.t1on D exh1b1.t1Dg an expans1.an 
between 1000 and 120ooc. Above 1JOo-O, the shr1nka.ge·s 1.ncrease 
sharply to several tUJes the1.~ hj.ghest val.ue up to that tempera-
ture. Above 1450• the shrinkages appear to level off; however 
the specimens ut1.1ized for the determ~t1.an of these propert1.es 
at 155ooc were not held at max1.mum temperature f'or a per1.od of 
f'ive hours as at other temperatures, but were allowed to cool. 
• 
immed1.ately on reaoh~ 155oo as neoess1tated by col.l.apse of' 
the support on which the speo~ns were stacked. 
Crushing strength data are pres~ted 1n Figure 19 and 
TABLE XXI, Appendix. Crushing strength moreases sl.1.ghtly 
from room t~rature to 1oooc f'or oompos1t1.ons A and C and 
decreases s11ght1y f'or oomposit~o.n D. Between 1000 and 11500C, 
the crush~ strengths of all three oamposit1.ons decrease 
cons1.derably, but above 1150•C they all ~rease rap1.dly. 
Compos1t1on D (25% cement) exh1.b1ts h1.ghest st~h while 
oompos1t1on C (2~ cement) exh1bits 1owest. 
Modulus ..21: rupture data are sho1m 1.n Figure 20 and tabu-
lated ~ TABLE XXII, Append1x. These data pretty we11 paral.l.el. 
crushhlg strengths. In several. instances the speo1Dwms _oon-
ta1.ned oracks or other flaws wlll1oh prevented testing and 
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Thermal. expansion data appears 1n Figure 21 and TABIB 
XXIII, Appendix. This data was obta:tned at on1y a 11Dl.1ted 
number of :firing temperatures and so the curves are l.ess 
accurate than those o:f the other properties. The ooe:f~ic1ents 
o:f thermal expansion ~creased ~ al.l. oases as the fir~ 
temperature was 1ncreased f'rom 1000 to 4oooc. The ooe~ficients 
decreased as the fir1ng temperature was 1ncreased to 1)00° 
but increased again above l)Oo•c. Composition D, oonta1n1ng 
25 per oent oement, exhibited the l.owest coef'ficients and 
composition C, whioh contained 1.5 per cent cement, bad the 
highest coe:f:f1o1ent ~ most oases. A typical. thermal. expan-
sion curve is shown 1n Figure 8, page 54. 
Mineral. constitution o:f the oastab1es was determined by 
X-ray dif'f'raction data with the fo11owing results. The speci-
mens of' composition A (20 per oent cement) 'tfhich were not sub-
jected to heat treatment contained two orysta1l.1ne phases, 
periclase and al.pha al.um1nl.Dll oxide. Those specimens of the 
same composition :fired to 10000C contained magnesium a1tun1nate 
(spinel) 1n ad4i tlan to the other two phaaes. Speoime'lls fired 
to 11.50°C, l.J00°C, and 145o•c contained onl.y two crystal.lille 
phases, per1o1ase and magnesium aluminate, with tbe proportion 
of magnesium a1um~te ~oreas~ with ~creas1ng ~1r~ 
temperature. 
Speclmens o-r oompos1t1an C (15 per oent cement) proyided 
data 1ndioat1llg the same orysta1line phases present as :for 
oompos1t1an A except for those ~ired to l.Ooooo 1n whiob oase 
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portion of magnesia aluminate with firing temperature _was not 
as great as ind1oated 1n ooJQOS1t1cm A. 
Specimens o:r composition D {25 per cent cement) also con-
tained the same orysta111ne phases as composition A,· with the 
exception o:r those fired to 1150•0 which appeared to contain 
an additicmal phase, oaloium. d1-al\UI'l1nate. The increase 1n 
the proportion of magnes1um ·a1um1.nate with :firing temperature 
appeared to be slightly greater than in composition A. 
Examples of' the x--ray di:ffraction patterti.s obtained 
appear in Figure 9, page 58. 
The first re.fraptorilless under load · test included only 
the testing o:f two 2i 1ne:h by · 4i 1noh by 9 ilach specimens of 
composition d. As mentioned in the section describing the 
procedure o:r the testt the control of the· temperature abciv~ 
1470°C was very poor. Tbe temperature :rluctuated oonsi.derably 
:from 14.50°0 up to well above 15oooc.· At the time one of the 
specimen'! :railed,. the temperature was 148o-c although· it had 
been above that temperature at times- The furnace was allowed 
to oool after the first specimen failed, and af'ter cool.ing 
ove~ght, the other spe-cimen was :roumi to have ul:t.dergone an 
11.8 per ee~t deformation. 
The second test lf&s made using two 2 i:nch eubes of 
o011lpos1tian c,. Both or these· s»ec1meltS failed at 1520-c. 
- 78 ;... _ 
Sample Calou~at1ona 
Many of the calculations perf'orxned in this investigati.on 
were fairly simple~ and the equati.ons for them were ~eluded 
in the sectio:n . on . pr.ooedure. For this reason, only those 
calcuiations f'or which equations have not heretofore been 
show.n Will be illustrated 1n this section .. 
The eoeff:tci.ents _2!: · thermal eXJ!!IS1on were calculated by 
dividing the amount of ·expansion ocouring ·1n the temperature 
range 25 to lOOO•·c by the length of· the specimen measured at 
2.5° and the temperature interval, thusly: 
a. - AL 
. -rAT 
where: a. is the coeffieient of linear thermal expansion 
L is the length of the speoaen at 25•C 
.AL is the change 1n length in the temperature interval 
AT is the temperature interval. 
.For specimen of composition A fired to looocz 
0.0468· 
a ~ ~4~.~0~6~5~.~- -x~9~7~5~o~c -
The ooeffic:tent of thermal expans1~ of tbe ~ed silica 
portion of the apparatus :ts so low 1n comparison to that of 
the spec1mel1B under consideration that the expansion o-r the 
fused silica portion may be neglected. 
The latt,1ce dimensions of the spinel. phase. present 1n 
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the chrome-magnesite mixtures were calculated utilizing the 
Bragg equationr 
nA = 2d sin e 
wherez n 1s an integer 
d is the distance between closest parallel 
planes of atoms ina crystal 
A is the wavelength of the X- rays 
e is the angle of diff'raction 
and the equation which relates the distance between similar 
planes of atoms, the unit cell dimension, and the Miller 
indioies for cubic crystals: 
wheret d is the distance between similar planes of 
atoms ~ a crystal 
a 0 is the unit cell dimension 
h, k, 1 are Miller indices 
For the technique utilized, the distances between correspond-
ing lines of' the x-ray dif'f'raotion :film patterns are ·related 
to the angle 8 by the equation: 
s = r 4(¥ - 8) 
wherea s is the distance between corresponding lines 
r is the eff'eotive radius of' the camera 
e is the angle of ~if'f'raction ~ radians 
- 80 ... 
Combining the Bragg equation and this last equation and solv-
~ for d/n y1e1ds the equation: 
~ = ~ 
n 2 sin GI - · s ) 
2 1i=r 
Example of calculation: 
Chrome k X-rays were ut111zed, thus, the wavelength 
a. . 
For CO'IIlpOBit1.on A = the value of s :: 22.330 em 
the value of r ::: .5.6926 em 
for h 
-
4, k = o, 1 - 0 
there:forez 
n 
Utiliz~ the equation 
and subst1.tut~ the proper valuesa 
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:DISCUSSION 
Discuss~on ~ Results 
Chrame-M@gges1te Mixtures 
The absorptions and fir~ shrinkages of the chrome-
magnesite mixtures were fairly close to what might be 
expected. Since magnesite has the higher fusion temper-
ature of' the two constituents, the least fusion, or . glass 
formation, would be expected to occur 1.n the 100 p$-r cent 
magnesite composition, hence greater absorption and less 
shrinkage. As chromite, the const:1tuent with the lower 
fus1.on temperature, was added, increasing :fusion and there-
fore lower absorptions and greater shrinkages would be 
predicted. The presence of' silica, . lime and other impur-
ities would also increase the amount of fusion and thereby 
reduce absorpt:1on and increase :firing shrinkage. The extent 
of their influence would depend, of course, on the amount, 
distribution, and :form of their presence. The ohromite 
utilized ~ this ~vestigation ca.nta~d a greater per-
centage of impur1t1.es than did the magnesite, hence the 
amount of impurities present increased as the chrome-magnesite 
rat·io increased. 
Inspection o:f Figures 10 and 11, pages 61 and 62, shows 
that the absorptions and shrinkages vary w1 th composition 
in the manner anticipated except ~ the composition range 
- 82..;. 
from 75 tb 9.5 per- cent chromite. In this range, a critical 
composition exists, ':name11 as per oent chro~ite, at which 
the absorption is greater than the absorptions of eomposit1ons-
conta1n1ng either slightly more or less chrom1te. At this 
same oompos1.t1on, ·the firing shrinkage is at a minimum also. 
As a matter of :fact, firing produces an expansion rather than 
a shrinkage •. _ This anomally has been noted by other i.nvesti-
gators, and has been reported to ooour at oompositiOll.S rang-
ing from 75 per cent ohromite to 95 per cent. Since no co~· -· 
position other than 85 per cent chromite was checkeii 1n this 
range, the critical composition of' these materials may be 
displaced somewhat :from 85 per cent an.d further study would 
be necessary, if' the exact or1.t1cal composition were desired. 
. Assuming that magnesium :from tlle magnesite enters the 
spinel structure upon heat treatment, compos~tions contain-
ing more than about 8.5 per cent chrom1te -oonta1n no :free 
magnesia while eompositi.ons containing less than 85 per cent· 
ohromite oonta1n fre·e magnesia, the amount increasing as the 
ohrom1 te content decreases.. Theref'ore, the absorptions and 
shrinkages of the compositions above 8.5 per cent chromi.te are 
:f\ui.ctions of the apinel . structure and the entrance o:r mag-
ne~ium thereto . , while the absorptions and shrinkage of' oom-
positicms conta1n1ng less than 85 per c-ent chrom1te are func-
tions of both periclase. and spinel and the1.r interaction. or 
course, the effects of the impurities must also be taken-into 
account. 
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Some ~vesitgators have o~~ered the exp1anation that 
chrome spinel (MgO•Cr2o3 ) was ~ormed, while others have ~d1-
cated that the ~ormation of forsterite from the gangue ~rals 
was accompanied by an expansion which forced the chromite 
gra~s apart. Since mixtures of' practically silica free 
chromite and magnesia, ~ which little f'orsterite could form, 
have shown permanent expansion on heat~, Troste1(37) con-
- ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - -
(37 Trostel, L. J., Absorption of magnesia by chromite 
sp~l. J. Am. Cer,am. Soc. Vol. 22, p. 47 (1939) 
- - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - -
eluded that sufficient permanent expansion of the spinel 
phase occurs to account for the expansion of the mixture. 
Trostel's investigation ~dicated that the spinel lattice 
dimensions increased when the spinel was mixed with magnesia 
and heated to about 15oooc. He also concluded that 8 per cent 
magnesia as about the maximum that could be permanently 
absorbed by the spinel lattice. 
The slightly lower absorptions of the specimens fired 
to cone 27 compared to those fired to cone 16 are as expected. 
Those slight difference ~dicate that the bodies are fairly 
stable 1n the temperature range represented by the cones. 
The thermal expansion curves 1n Figure 12, page 63, are 
~ general as predicted. Theoretically, the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of the 100 per cent magnesite composition 
would be the highest value an the curve, with the values 
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decreas~ linearly until the composition at which there is 
no ~ree magnesia present is reached. This rate o~ deorease 
would be a ~ction of the ratio of the phases present and 
their respective thermal expansion ooeffio1ents. 
In the composition range between the po~t where free 
magnesia ceases to exist and 100 per oent chrom1te, the 
thermal expansion would be a ~otion of the spinel structure 
and the entrance of magnesium thereto. Assuming Vegard' s 
law to be valid in this case, the rate of change of the 
coefficient of thermal expansion with composition 1n this 
range would also be linear. 
Inspection of Figure 12 reveals that fo;r:-_ specimens fired 
to cone 27, the ourve is nearly linear :from near 100 per cent 
magnesite to about 75 per oent chromite. The slope of the 
curve then decreases slightly and becomes practically zero 
for a short range, then ~creases rather abruptly between 
95 and 100 per cent chromite. It is this great change ~ 
the coefficient in this ~ which is apparently devoid of 
free magnesia, that prompted the lattice dimension study. If 
this ohange in coefficient is due solely to the change 1n 
lattice dimens1an, the lattice d~ension change should 
certa~y be disce~ble by x-ray dif~action studies. 
In line with the arguments being presented, a study of 
the variation of lattice dimension with composition would 
be expected to show a near linear change in the -dimension 1n 
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the composition range ~rom 100 per cent chromite to the point 
where the spinel lattice is saturated with magnesium and ~ree 
magnesium is present. In the composition range from this 
point to 100 per cent magnesite, the lattice dimension would 
not be expected to change. Inspection of Figure 13, page 6.5, 
reveals that there is no significant change in the lattice 
dimension of the spinel phase regardless of the amount of 
magnesite present. Calculation o~ the lattice dimensions 
on the basis of the oxides present in the mixtures as pre-
dicted from the chemical.analyses of the raw materials, 
indicated that very little change should occur. This incon-
sistency with the argument presented ~ the previous para-
graph occurs since the materials utilized in the investiga-
tion are commercial gradew and there~ore not pure. The 
chromite was not entirely Fecr2 o4 but rather contained magne-
sium, aluminum, either in solid solution or as a mixture of 
phases, plus the impurities. For this reason the .addition of 
magnesite to the chromite and the subsequent heat treatment 
not only effected the absorption of the magnesium by the 
spinel lattice, but also e~feoted compensative changes in 
the original chromite structure so that the overall change 
1n lattice dimension was very slight if a change occured at 
all. 
The variation of thermal expansion coe~fic1ent with 
composition of the specimens fired to cone 16 does not 
cor.respond precisely with the theoretically predicted curve 
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in that the change in slope does not occur at the composition 
at which ~ree magnesia ceases to exist. This composition 
would vary with heat treatment of course, but ~or the lesser 
heat treatment it should shift closer to the 100 per cent 
chromite composition, rather than toward the 100 per cent 
magnesite composition as the curve in Figure 12 would suggest. 
The higher expansions of the specimens fired to the 
higher temperature probably result from the increased .pro-
portion o~ glassy phase produced, which should show greater 
expansion than the crystalline phase, and from the greater 
densi~1cat1on of the crystalline phases brought about by 
the increased heat treatment. 
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Calcium Alum~te Cement-Magnesite Castables 
The absorptions o~ the calcium aluminate cement-magnesite 
compositions ~ollow the general behavior o~ most hydraulic 
cement castables. The absorptions o~ specimens that had not 
been ~ired or else had been heated only to relatively low 
temperatures are rather low, and as t~e heat treatment is 
~creased, thus increasing the removal o~ the water of hydra-
tion, the absorptions also increase. This cont~ues until 
the heat treatment is great enough to produce recry~talli­
zation and the ~ormation of a glassy phase, at which point, 
the absorptions begin to decrease and continue to decrease 
rapidly with fUrther heat treatment. Formation of the great-
est amount o~ glassy phase would be expected to occur in speci-
mens containing the greatest amount of cement, namely 25 per 
cent. The curves o~ Figure 14, page 66, show that the speci-
mens containing 25 per cent cement display the lowest absorp-
tion. However, the specimens conta~ing the lowest amount 
of cement exhibit intermediate absorptions instead o~ the 
highest as expected. This is an interesting point that should 
be investigated further. 
Figure 15, page 68, shows that the apparent porosities 
are quite similar to the absorptions as normally would be 
expected. 
The apparent speci~ic gravities are similar to most cast-
. abies 1n their variation with ~iring temperature. Figure 16, 
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page 69, shows that as the water of hydration is lost, the 
specific gravities increase. The formation of glassy phase 
reverses this trend and the speci~ic gravities decrease, since 
a glassy phase is generally less dense than its corresponding 
crystall~e phase. 
Bulk density and ~iring shrinkage vary quite similarly 
with f'1r1ng temperature as shown by Figures 17 and 18, pages 
70 and 72. This is quite normal, for a body would be expected 
to become more dense when shr~ge occurs. 
Normally, fir~ shrinkage and porosity vary inversely 
with respect to each other, that is, as firing shrinkage 
increases, porosity decreases. A comparison of Figures 15 
and 18, pages 68 and 72, show this to be true only at firing 
temperatures above 1100°C. In the range from 400 to 850°C , 
firing shrinkage is practically constant while porosity is 
increasing. This behavior is the result of the loss of the 
water of hydration, which causes the cement to shr~k and 
fail mechanically, thereby open1ng more internal voids. 
nn the range from 850 to llOOOC, both firing shrinkage 
and porosity are decreas~. Bulk density is also decreasing. 
This is in ·part due to the increase 1n volume, as indica ted 
by decreasing :firing shrinkage, and due also 1n part to con-
t~ued dehydration. However, porosity as well as apparent 
density are decreasing, implying that the volume of open 
pores is d1m1~sh1ng. S~ce porosity is not diminishing as 
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rapidly as bulk density or apparent speoi~ic gravity, the 
bulk volume is probably increasing more rapidly than the 
closing o~ pores. The ~act that pores are be~ closed and 
volume is increas~ is evidence that a glassy phase is ~o~ 
ing. Since there are no binary eutectics :1n the system 
MgO•CaO•Al2o3 1n this temperature range and there is no 
reported ternary eutectic or reason to suspect that i~ one 
did exist, it would be ~ound ~ this temperature range, it 
is reasonable to assume this early glassy phase is derived 
~rom the reaction between silica and other m~or impurities 
in the magnesite and the primary constituents, magnesia, 
calcium, and alumina. 
The ~iring shrinkages o~ the various compositions were 
very close except at the higher ~ir~g temperatures. The 
composition containing the most cement displayed the highest 
shrinkage, as anticipated. 
Crushing strengths and moduli o~ rupture decrease with 
the loss o~ water o~ hydration and ~crease with the recrys-
tallization and glassy phase ~ormation, as shown 1n Figures 
19 ·and 20, pages 73 and 74. The crushing strengtlts are pro-
portional to the cement content and are quite satis~actory 1n 
all cases. Many of the specimens utilized for determ1n~ 
the moduli of rupture contained some fine cracks and others 
warped somewhat on fir~. In most cases, the cracks were 
not noticeable until the specimens were loaded, _at which 
time the cracks were seen to open without the application 
o~ much force. These flaws may have been caused when the 
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specimens were forced from the molds although they were not 
noticeable at that time. Regardless of the cause, the flaws 
gave rise to poor data when their presence was not observed. 
No values were obtained for specimens fired above 1150°C. 
for composition A or above lJOooc for composition D. The 
available data, however, indicates that the modulus of rupture 
also varies directly with cement content. 
The thermal expansions of the castables were determined 
only for specimens fired to five different temperatures. The 
data for the specimens dried at 1oooc. are somewhat question-
able, because during the determ~tions as water of hydration 
was driven for the specimen, the vapor collected on the inside 
wall of the fused silica tube and some droplets were seen to 
run down the tube. These may have reached the v~oLnity of 
the specimen gnd thermocouple and affected the recorded 
temperature. This did not occur with specimens subjected to 
greater heat treatments because their previous heat treatments 
were sufficient to remove most of this water. 
Mineral constitution was not considered to be of too 
great an importance ~ this investigation, s~ce ·it is merely 
a preliminary evaluation of the oastable so x-ray diffraction 
was the o~y method utilized in its determ~tion. 
The proportion of magnesium aluminate (spinel) present 
~ the specimens ~creased with ~creasing fir~ temperature 
as would be expected. The proportion also seemed to increase 
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with inoreas~ cement content. One might suspect that this 
would be the case, s~ce a greater liquid ~ormation would 
~acilitate recrystallization. Of the specimens fired to 1150°C., 
those containing the greatest percentage or cement, namely 
composition D with 25 per cent, developed an additional 
crystalline phase, calcium di-aluminate. 
Be~ractoriness-under-load, while generally not considered 
a signi~i~t criteria for castables, was dete~d for co~ 
position C which contained 15 per cent calcium aluminate cement. 
Since it was anticipated that the re:f'ractoriness-under-load 
would decrease with ~creasing cement content, the composition 
conta~ing the least amount of cement was chosen to be tested. 
When the first test o~ this type was conducted and the tempera-
ture control of" the furnace was erratic, it became necessary 
to reconduct the test using as specimens two-inch cubes rather 
than ~11 sized bricks. 
The results o~ these tests were disappo~ting ~ view of 
the high crush~ strengths and other good qualities observed. 
The temperatures at which the specimens failed were lower 
than anticipated. Fart1cularly disappo~t~ was the high 
amount of deformation undergone by the 2! inch by 4i inch by 
9 1noh specimen at the temperature at which the other specimen 
of this size failed. Although that particular run should 
not be considered valid because o~ the temperature ~luctuat1ons, 
large deformations are indicated by the results., nevertheless. 
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The refractoriness-under-load could probably be improved 
by selecting magnesite low 1n iron and silica. This would 
require higher calcining temperatures, however. Perhaps addi-
tions o~ other materials to the mixture, say chromite or alumina, 
would improve this property. It is dif~icult to predict just 
what additives might help since the cao-Mgo-A12o3 phase equi-
librium diagram and other pertinent diagrams have not been 
completely determined as yet. At any rate, additional e~fort 




A good portion o~ the data gathered in this investigation 
was obta~ed using American Society ~or Testing Materials' 
tests. The limitations o~ these tests will not be discussed. 
The greatest limitation of the data on chrome-magnesite 
mixtures are o~ those data concerning the lattice dimensions 
of the sp~el phase present in the mixtures. Because o~ the 
relatively long wavelength of chromium x-radiation~ exposures 
o~ approximately thirty hours were necessary to produce 
suitable diffraction patterns. The camera was modi~ied so 
that a helium atmosphere could be ma~tained Ln it, but the 
exposure time was not reduced perceptibly. The production 
of x-rays was interrupted frequently because of di~~iculty 
encountered in the adjustment of the air leak valve. The 
operation o~ the unit became increasingly difficult, some-
times taking several days to complete one exposure. 
The chromium target was replaced with an iron target 
and although the performance o:f the unit did not improve 
greatly, the exposure time was reduced to about eight hours. 
However, the use o:f iron x-radiation resulted Ln fluores-
cent radiation by the sample reducing contrast between the 
diffraction lines and the background o:f the film. In order 
to use lines 1n the back reflection region to obtain greater 
dispersion, it was necessary to use very weak lines and 
consequently it was difficult to measure the distance between 
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such weak l~es. It was practically impossible to see these 
lines while observ~ them on a comparator so the centers o~ 
the lines were marked with a very fine pin point. Needless 
to say, this operation introduced an additional source or 
error. 
Most o~ the limitations o~ the data concerning the 
calcium aluminate cement-magnesite castab1es have already 
been po~ted out. As ~ar as the coe£~icients o~ thermal 
expansion of the specimens heated to 10ooc. are concerned, 
the data could be ~proved by prov1d~ ~or the removal or 
the vapor resulting from the loss of water o~ hydration by 
the specimens. A small heating ooil could be provided to 
prevent condensation on the tube and a very· ·low vacuum line 
provided to remove the vapor :rrom the tube. Actually, the 
precise coefficients o:r these materials subjected to 1oooc •. 
was not o~ su:f:fioient interest to warrant redetermination 
with improved apparatus. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the data obtained on the chrome-magnesite mixtures, 
it may be concluded that the optimum composition or these 
mixtures from the standpoint of desirable refractories covers 
a range from 60 per cent chromite-40 per cent magnesite to 
80 per cent chromite-20 per cent magnesite. Thermal expansion 
is the most important property determined, s~oe the lower 
the thermal expansion, the better the refractory will resist 
thermal spalling. The coefficients of thermal expan£ion of 
the mixtures ~ th~s composition range are among the lowest 
of the coefficients of the various mixtures ~vestigated. 
Fir~g shrinkages of the compositions in this range are fairly 
constant as are the absorptions. The difrerences in these 
properties between specimens fired to cone 16 and specimens 
fired to cone 27 are very slight, indicat~g that the mixtures 
are stable between 1450 and 1600°C. 
No significant change of lattice dimension of the spinel 
phase was substantiated by the data gathered. For this reason 
it is not possible to relate the lattice dimension to thermal 
expansion. 
The data obtained regarding the calcium aluminate cement-
magnesite mixtures indicate that they would be ~seful as a 
refractory castable. Fifteen per cent is a sufficient amount 
of calcium alum~te cement to impart high early strength to 
the material. The firing shrinkages are high and the refrac-
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tor~ess-under-load rather low, but these properties could 
more than likely be improved by devot~ ~ther study to 
the problem and investlgat~g the e~~ects o~ selecting 




In an endeavor to determine the optimum composition o~ 
mixtures o~ chromite and magnesite, various compositions, 
ranging ~rom 100 per cent magnesite to 100 per cent chromite, 
were ~ired to cones 16 and 27, and evaluated for firing 
shrinkage, absorption, and thermal expansion. It was :found 
that compositions containing between 60 and 80 per cent 
chromite had the most desirous properties, that is, relatively 
low coefficients of thermal expansion, low fir~ shrLnkages, 
and consistent absorptions. 
The lattice dimensions o~ the sp1nel phase present in 
these mixtures were determined for the specimens fired to 
cone 27. Particular attention was given to the compositions 
in the range from 100 per cent chromite to about 85 per cent 
chromite. In this range, it was anticipated that all of the 
magnesium of the magnesite could enter into the spinel lattice 
and affect the lattice dimensions. However, the data gathered 
~ailed to positively substantiate this. 
Several properties of specimens formed of calcium aluminate 
cement-magnesite mixtures were determined in ordEr to evaluate 
the usefulness of these mixtures as castable re~ractories. 
The specimens contained either 15, 20, or 25 per cent cement 
and were ~ired to various temperatures ranging from room tem-
perature to 1550°0. The crush~ strengths were high, the 
absorptions were in a reasonable ra~. and the coefficients 
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o~ thermal expansion were reasonable consider~ that the 
major constituent was magnesite, the ~ir~ shr~ges were 
high for specimens fired above 14oooc, and the re~ractor1ness­
under-1oad was rather low. It was concluded that the mixtures 
would be use~l as a refractory castable and that 15 per cent 




ABSORPTIONS OF CHROME-MAGNESITE MIXTUBES 
a Per Cent Absorption Composition Fired to Cone 16 Fired to Cone 27 
A 17.24 16.01 
B 16.05 15.89 
c 15.96 15.05 
D 15.13 14.95 
E 14.60 14. J .. 7 
F 14.04 13.74 
G 13.37 13.23 
H 13.89 13.56 
J 8. 75 6.35 
K 6.98 3.93 
L 17.30 16.70 
a 
See TABLE IX, Page 37, for compositions. 
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TABLE XIII 
FIBING SHRINKAGES OF CHROME- MAGNESITE MIXTURES 
a Per Cent Firing Shrinkage Composition Fired to Cone 16 Fired to Cone 27 
A 0.30 0.25 
B 0.33 0.05 expansion 
c o.o6 0.25 .. 
D 0.09 0.22 .. 




G 0.48 • 0.47 • 
H 1.10 " 0.94 • 
J 3.12 4.95 
K 3.36 5.88 
L 0.32 
a 
See TABLE IX, page 37, ~or compositions. 
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TABLE XIV 
THERMAL EXPANSIONS OF CHROME-MAGNESITE MIXTURES 
6 
a Coefficient of Thermal Expansion x 10 Composition Fired to Cone 16 Fired to Cone 27 
A 11.35 12.06 
B 10.35 11.01 
c 9.63 10.61 
D 8.89 10.12 
E 8.80 9.43 
F 8.39 8.67 
G 8.24 8.43 
H 8.29 8.23 
J 7-78 8.05 
K ?.79 7.51 
L 13.26 
Temperature interval - 100 to 90ooc. 
a See TABLE IX, page 37, ~or compositions. 
TABLE X!V 
LATTICE DIMENSIONS OF SPINEL PHASE OF 
CHROME-MAGNESITE MIXTUBES 
a ComEosition Lattice Dimension 



























ABSORPTIONS OP CASTABLES 
Per Cent Absorption 











































APPARENT.POROSITIES OF CASTABLES 
15% Cement 
Per Cent Porosity 









28 • .3 )1.0 
27.3 23.7 
2.3.5 20.3 
.32.0a 28 • .5it 
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a Not held at maximum temperature-for 5 hours as others. 
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TABLE XVIII 
APPARENT SPECIFIC GBAVITIES OF CASTABLES 
Firing 
15% 
Apparent Speciric Gravity 
Temperature Cement (C) 20% Cement (A) 25% Cement (D) 
Room temp. 2.89 2.94 2.89 
100°C 2.83 2.92 2.87 
400 3.15 3.12 3.11 
580 3.27 3.25 3.25 
700 3.24 3.31 J.-.22 
850 3.27 3.31 3.31 
1000 3.10 3.22 3.13 
1150 3.13 3. 21 . 3.17 
1300 3.21 3 .. 25 3.26 
1400 3.14 3 • . 20 3.15 
1450 3.17 3.15 3.19 
1550 3.44a 3.43a 3.43a 
a Not held at maximum temperature . for 5 hours as others. 
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TABLE XIX 
BU~ DENSITIES OF CASTABLES 
Firing Bulk Density (gms/c.c.) 
Temperature 15% Cement (C) 20% Cement (A) 25% Cement (D) 
Room temp. 2.26 2.26 2.35 
100°C 2.19 2.22 2.35 
400 2.31 2.16 2.26 
580 2.35 2.32 2.30 
700 2.27 2.11 2.29 
850 2.23 2.13 2.23 
1000 2.18 2.19 2.22 
1150 2.17 2.09 2.17 
1300 2.27 2.24 2.21 
1400 2.28 2.44 2.48 
1450 2.43 2.51 2.60 
1550 2.348 2.448 2.558 
a Not held at maximum temperature for 5 hours as others. 
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TABLE XX 
FIRING SHRINKAGES OP CASTABLES 
Firing Per Cent Firing shr1nkar 
Tem~rature 1.2~ Cement {C) 20~ Cement {Al 2J_Cement ~D} 
4oooc 0.219 0.303 o.42.58 
.580 0.2.58 0 • .328 0.46.5 
700 0.298 0.447 0.383 
8.50 0.350 0.496 0 • .370 
1000 0.3.32 0.290 t0.187 
11.50 0.102 0.034 ·0.;102 
1300 0.723 0 • .599 0.<)88 
1400 2.02 2.44 3.04 b 
14.50 2 • .59 3.49 a 4.27 a 
1.5.50 2.27 ac 3.72 ac 4.00 ac 
Values are average_ of four specimens unless otherwise indicated. 
a Average o:r two specimens. 
b Average of three specimens. 
0 Not held at maximum temperature for .5 hours as others. 
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TABLE XXI 
CRUSHING STRENGTHS OF CASTABLES 
Firing 
1_2~ 
Crushing Strength (lb./in;) 
Tem~rature Cement (C) 20$ Cement· {A) 25% Cement {D} 
Room temp. 3078 5578 7256 
1000C 3497 6528 7076 
2.50 2331 3894 4188 
400 2272 3387 4700 
580 2318 2369 4288 
700 1590 1841 5082 
850- 1606 1870 4362 
1000 1505 1544 3370 
1150 1006 1175 2613 
1300 2612 3.222 3175 
1450 4516 5753 6550 
Values are averages of :f'our specimens. 
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TABLE XXII 
MODULI OF RUPTURE OF CASTABLES 
2 Firing Modulus of Rupture (lb./in.) 
Tem~rature 12~ Cement (C) 20% Cement (A) 25~ Cement ~Dl 
Room temp. 789 90.3 a 1015 a 
100°C 541 565 1036 
400 139 b 341 b 
580 12.5 c 239 a 504 b 
700 264 102 ·361 
850 162 139 213 
1000 86 75 a 215 a 
1150 1.5 28 97 
1300 221 
1400 693 a 
1550 423 700 1435 
Values are averages of four specimens unless otherwise ~dicated. 
a Average of three specimens. 
b Average of two specimens. 
c One specimen only. 
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TABLE XXIII 
THERMAL EXPANSIONS OF CASTABIES 
Firing Coefficient of Thermal Expansion x 106 
Temperature 15% Cement (C) 20% Cement (A) 25% Cement (D) 
100°C 11.70 11.82 10.40 
400 12.17 12.1.5 11.81 
8.50 11.63 11.60 11 • .58 
1300 11.07 10.18 9.2.5 
1450 11.47 10.30 9.80 
Temperature interval - 25 to 1000°C. 
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